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Abstract

Background: Motivation is what drives all aspects of human functioning – from the physiological needs to self-realization. It has, therefore, great impact upon undertaking physical activity and may be connected with various factors such as attitudes and role models taken from home, but also with social influences later in life e.g. peers’ opinion.

Material/Methods: 400 students of the lower-secondary schools in Gdynia and Gdańsk took part in the research. Each of them received a questionnaire with questions regarding their and their parents’/guardians’ physical activity. In statistical analysis Cross Tabulation ($\chi^2$ statistics) and Frequency Tabulation were used.

Results: Undertaking physical activity is more strongly related with the male sex. The factors which had the strongest influence on undertaking sport behaviours in teenagers turned out to be: influence of a peer group and satisfaction with undertaking these behaviours. Among the weakest ones were: siblings, offer of sport clubs as well as Physical Education teachers. It was also proved that the father’s influence on undertaking physical activity by children is greater than the mother’s.

Conclusions: The main factors which influence interest in sport in adolescents are consecutively the influence of peers and satisfaction from the sport itself.
Introduction

Motivation is what conditions undertaking any kind of activity. According to Łukaszewski, these are "all mechanisms responsible for the activation, orientation, maintenance and completion of behaviour; these are mechanisms of behaviours which can be simple or complex, internal and external, affective and cognitive" [1]. Motivation is the impulsion which allows for the individual's development in the biological, cognitive and spiritual aspect. Biological theories define motivation primarily as the inborn impulsion of any living organism which ensures the survival of this organism as well as of the entire species. Later theories refer strictly to human behaviour: Freud postulated the existence of inborn urges controlling human behaviour; behavioural concepts emphasize reinforcements (every stimulus increases the chance that the action evoked by it will be repeated); humanistic theories of Maslow and Rogers indicate the intentionality of human endeavours and indicate extra physiological needs, and cognitive concepts define motivation as the strive for the reduction of excitement inflicted by a cognitive conflict exemplified by Festinger's cognitive dissonance.

Motivational processes ruling human behaviour can be divided into external and internal ones. We talk about internal motivation, when a person undertakes a given activity out of the sheer willingness of its undertaking. We talk about external motivation when the aim of undertaking this activity is to benefit from it. Internal motivation is usually stronger and more tenacious. For the behaviour to be motivated internally it must be recognised as important and, in itself, necessary [1]. Positive emotions and sensations accompanying such a form of learning enhance motivation for similar activities in the future [2]. The prize is success, not material gain.

Let us take a look at physical activity, or physical effort. Physical effort is defined as "work of the skeletal muscles together with an entire set of accompanying functional changes within the human organism" [3, p. 155]. It should be an inherent part of human existence as it is indispensable, crucial for the proper development of the entire body – from the optimal mineralisation and biomechanics of the skeleton to the proper development of the brain structure. It is a key component of a healthy lifestyle [4]. Without physical effort it is impossible to maintain the organism's fitness and health [5]. According to Kozłowski [6], for a sedentary, overfed and usually overtly emotionally excited person movement – physical effort is a biological necessity both for the purpose of prevention and treatment. An appropriate level of physical activity, in a prophylactic and therapeutic dose, depends on individual needs and abilities of an individual as well as on his or her age, sex and health condition.

Systematic physical effort and amateur or even competitive participation in sports can be very beneficial for the organism. It is, above all, related to improvements in efficiency of organs and systems as a result of the training changes developing in them. Physical effort influences: (1) improvement in the neuromuscular coordination and, in turn, harmony, precision as well as a decrease in energy cost of the work of muscles, (2) growth of muscle fibres and strength, (3) increase in weight and degree of bone mineralisation, (4) increase in the cartilage volume in the joints under strain, (5) improvement in the skin elasticity (in people who train endurance over a longer period of time), (6) increase in the efficiency of the circulatory system, (7) increase in effectiveness of the respiratory system [3, p. 155].

Physical activity is, therefore, an indispensible determinant of proper human development. However, one might observe that some people undertake it to a great degree, others – to a minimum, trifling degree. It is known that a particular genome determines, to some extent, the presence of some physical features of the organism (including height, physiognomic features, obesity tendencies) as well as the psychological ones (intelligence level, spatial imagination, etc.) [7]. Results of extensive research indicate a possibility of inheriting certain predispositions for pathological behaviours and disorders such as aggression, alcoholism, or anorexia nervosa [7]. However, according to researchers, none of the enumerated features appears based solely on the genetic background but is formed as a resultant of inherited and environmental factors [7]. Are, then, salutogenic behaviours, undertaking physical effort - as counterbalance to pathological inclinations - coded in the genes and activated under the influence of our environment? Why do people undertake physical activity? Are the genes together with the environment a motor, or
maybe there are other factors? Real-life examples show, take the participants of the Paralympics, that whatever seems an obstacle may not pose difficulties at all. A lot depends on attitude and willingness. Another factor within this scope is the developmental lability of sport behaviour motivation. At the beginning, in the childhood period participants treat activity of this sort as a kind of play, an enjoyable form of spending free time [8]. It is later that other aims come to the fore, such as maintaining health or competition [9]. Characteristic needs become a priority with respect to the given development stage – in adolescence it could be e.g. the need of recognition from peers as the peer group is the main point of relevance for adolescents [10].

A child growing up in a family learns specific behaviours and habits and develops in line with the family's current lifestyle. This is especially apparent with regard to behaviours connected with health and hygiene such as nutrition [11], personal hygiene, ways of tackling stress [12]. Parents’ attitudes, therefore, have considerable influence on the formulation of the child’s preferences. The emotional-motivational component, which involves the emotional attitude towards the offspring’s behaviours and interests, is of the greatest importance. It is the parent’s attitude which leads to the child’s success or failure [13]. It is noteworthy that a small child, whose greatest authority are its parents, through identification and modelling develops certain habits [14]. These habits formed in childhood are extremely difficult to change in later life. If the taught examples of healthy behaviours are negative, harmful effects become apparent in adulthood, e.g. development of civilisation diseases [15]. Early acquired habits, in many cases, often solidify and turn into a lifestyle. This is why it is so important to inculcate positive role models from the early years. This involves undertaking any form of physical activity including sports [16, 17]. Results of multiple studies show that salutogenic behaviours and attitudes in children are a reflection of the behaviours and attitudes of their parents [15]. This is also true with regard to sport and physical activity. Children, whose parents perceived physical activity as important and necessary, presented the same convictions, were more engaged in sports and achieved better results than children of parents who did not find sports as significant [18-21]. Many researchers stress the importance of parents support in undertaking any type of physical activity by the children. Support is understood both in terms of material (purchasing equipment, driving children to classes) and nonmaterial (cheering, participation in the child’s success) categories [21-25].

In the adolescent period the influence of parental authority diminishes, overshadowed by the influence of peers. Young man tries to find his identity, and its formulation becomes the primary objective in adolescence [26]. A teenager experiments with roles and seeks new experience and new points of relevance. The amount of interpersonal contacts outside of the family grows and, simultaneously, the authority of the peer group increases [10]. Research on adolescents shows that physical activity in boys raises their social status within the group and improves their attractiveness in the eyes of other group members. In girls it is dependent upon the norms which the group holds dear. The factor which is of greatest importance for undertaking physical activity is the satisfaction it gives and which stems from the peers’ company [27]. Other important factors include friends’ support, group’s acceptance and the quality of relations between individual members [28].

In spite of these findings, family support may turn our more significant than support showed by the peers [15]. Moreover, persons who do not receive support from the family are more prone to show anti-health and risky behaviours [15]. Results of Ornelas’ research on the familial conditioning of undertaking physical activity in adolescents show that good relations within the family, family integrity and engagement in its life positively influence children’s physical activity [29]. Research shows that people from families which allow an individual to express opinions and make decisions as well as from families attributed with good interpersonal relations are more prone to undertake salutogenic behaviours. This is due to the conviction that such behaviours make sense as well as the feeling of personal agency, both of which give higher chances for achieving success. All these factors contribute, in turn, to an increase in motivation levels [30]. It is worth noting that a teenager in good relations with his or her parents, brought up in a family attributed with warmth, is more likely to choose peers with similar experience and, consequently, similar role
models. Other research regarding this question shows that support and encouragement from the family are equal to the role of peers [31].

The role which the school and its environment play in shaping attitudes is not insignificant. Starting from the earliest years the teacher is a mentor for the child and, after parents, the next authority. This regularity changes with age. Small children are not critical towards adults unlike teenagers, who tend to question and protest against everyone and everything. What is important in shaping pro-sports attitudes is the ability to induce enthusiasm and eagerness towards sports in the child. Sport should give pleasure in order to become an activity taken up willingly. We learn more effectively and willingly, if in the process of education we are accompanied by positive emotions such as joy, enthusiasm and feeling of satisfaction [2]. The role of both school and home is to induce passion towards physical activity in the child. However, this requires the ability of individualization in teaching – e teacher discovers specific skills and interests of individual students allowing them to improve their own developmental tendencies and giving each and every student a chance to succeed. Success secondarily enhances motivation for further participation. The proper attitude of the teacher towards the subject taught is also of great importance. Otherwise, he shall not become a role model for the young listener.

Finally, the role of the media in popularizing physical activity should be mentioned. They tend to promote the image of sport stars as people successful not only in the domain of sport but also in the domain of finance. Leaders of sport rankings are role models for young people and influence the way they shape their attitudes towards physical activity. According to the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), the factors which condition undertaking sport activity are attitudes and the social approval towards it [34]. In the light of TRA assumptions social exposures of sport celebrities also motivate undertaking physical activity and on several occasions even a specific discipline, which is reflected in observable social trends.

Aim of the research

The aim of this research was to verify and establish what kind of motivation drives adolescents to undertaking extracurricular sport activity. It was also the aim to establish if and what interdependencies there are between undertaking (at present or in the past) sport activities by the parents and adolescents spending free time actively. The influence of gender on participation in sports as well as the degree to which peer groups influence undertaking physical activities were also analyzed.

Material and Methods

In the process of drawing up and conducting the research a definition of physical activity by J. Barankiewicz was used. In his lexicon physical activity is described as "undertaking, for relaxation, various kinds of plays, exercises and sport disciplines for pleasure, recreation and health, improvement of exercise capacity, obtaining specific skills and physical abilities, preventing civilisation diseases (improvement in circulatory, motor and respiratory systems, counteracting psychological stress), increasing beneficial influence on physical and mental work" [35, p. 11].

The research was conducted in the period between January and March 2012 and focused on 400 students from three lower-secondary schools in Tricity. 65 students from Zespół Szkół Sportowych i Ogólnokształcących in Gdańsk (Complex of Sports and Comprehensive Schools in Gdańsk), 261 students from Gimnazjum no. 17 in Gdynia (No. 17 Lower-secondary School in Gdynia), 74 students from Gimnazjum no. 12 in Gdynia (No. 12 Lower-secondary School in Gdynia). The sample comprised 178 girls (44.5% of the entire study group) and 222 boys (55.5% of the entire study group). Each student received an identical copy of a questionnaire prepared for the purpose of this research. It included 15 mainly multiple choice questions. The respondents were supposed to choose one or several relevant options. It was also possible to add an answer not included in the questionnaire under the "other" position. The survey’s introductory part consisted of positions devoted to collecting sociometric data. The part which focused on extracurricular physical activities asked such questions as: does the respondent do any sports in a club or a sports unit?; does the respondent systematically participate in sport classes?; does the respondent
spend his/her free time actively with peers?; how much time weekly does the respondent devote to physical activity? (answers grouped into 30 minute periods from 0 to 3 hours and more); what made the respondent undertake physical activity? The further part of the survey collected information about the studied pupils' parents' activity. It contained questions about their past and current physical activity, about the past and current sport disciplines practised by mothers and fathers. The last two questions regarded common physical activity of the child and the parents and the circumstances of such activity: summer holidays, winter holidays, feast days, common days.

Results

Statistical calculations were conducted using IBM® SPSS® Statistics v.20. For this purpose Cross Tabulation (statistics $\chi^2$) and Frequency Tabulation were used.

There is a link between undertaking sports and gender. Out of 217 (54.2%) children who declared physical activity 85 (39.2%) were girls and 132 (60.8%) were boys ($\chi^2(1)=5.455; p=0.02$). Therefore, boys more often declare participation in sport activity than girls.

As predicted, more fathers (61.3%) than mothers (45.8%) of the students participating in the research had been physically active in the past ($\chi^2(1)=23.839; p<0.001$). However, 45% of women and 47.5% of men are, according to their children, nowadays physically active, so there is no significant difference among the parents with regard to current activity.

According to the analysis of the collected data, the two main (almost equally important) reasons for children being interested in sports are: "encouragement from colleagues, friends, classmates" (15-23% for $p=0.05$) and put into one group and interpreted (categorized) as internal motivation: care about fitness, health, figure, joy that sport gives, etc. (12-22% for $p=0.05$). The answer connected with family placed third (11-19% for $p=0.05$). The weakest motivators turned out to be: siblings (2-6%, for $p=0.05$), the offer of sport clubs in media (4-8% for $p=0.05$) and physical education teachers (4-10%, for $p=0.05$). This means that the main reasons for undertaking sport behaviours by young adolescents are both the example set by peers and the inner understanding of the beneficial nature of sport. The influence of parents is also significant.

Physical activity of parents, both past and present, influences the child's physical activity. 52.3% of children of mothers who had done sports in the past, declared that they do sports nowadays. Only 39.9% of children declare activity if the mother had never been active ($\chi^2(1)=6.050; p=0.014$). 72% of children who declared physical activity had fathers active in the past, while 54.4% of fathers of active children ($\chi^2(1)=12.795; p=0.000$) had never trained in the past.

47.6% of students who declared sport activity have physically active mothers; mothers of 44.1% of children do not undertake any physical activity ($\chi^2(1)=0.481; p=0.488$). The fathers of 59% of students who do sports are physically active, and the fathers of 40.1% of students are not ($\chi^2(1)=13.376; p=0.000$). It may be concluded that the fact of undertaking physical activity by either one of the parents in the past fosters undertaking sports by the child, while physical activity at present determines activity in the child only in the case of the father. Present physical activity of the mother does not seem to have any influence on undertaking sports by the child.

There is a link between the parent's gender and their influence on undertaking physical activity by an adolescent. Out of 84 girls who declared doing sport mothers of 57.1% had also done sports in the past, while only 42.9% of girls are active, despite the fact that their mothers had not done any sports ($\chi^2(1)=7.520; p=0.006$). In turn, in the group which consists of 130 boys, only 49.2% followed the example of a mother who had been active in the past. 50.8% of boys do sports even if their mothers had never done any sports ($\chi^2(1)=0.671; p=0.431$). It could be assumed, that for girls mothers are role models in terms of physical activity; for boys, past physical activity of their mothers has no influence on their present interest in sports.

69.5% of fathers, in a group of 82 girls declaring current physical activity, had done sports before, while 30.5% had not been physically active ($\chi^2(1)=3.555; p=0.059$). 73.6% of fathers of 129 boys declaring physical activity had also been physically active in the past, while 26.4% of boys declare physical activity despite the lack of such activity in their fathers. This shows that the past physical activity of the father has substantial influence ($\chi^2(1)=9.333; p=0.002$) on the son's physical activity. It has, however, no influence on the daughter's physical activity.
The interdependence between the parents’ past physical activity and the current active time spending of the children is also perceivable. Out of 292 (74.5%) of people who claimed that they spend their free time with parents, 144 (49.3%) mentioned that the mother had done sports in the past and 148 (50.7%) that the mother had not done any sports. This result is not statistically significant ($\chi^2(1)=3.184; p=0.074$). On the other hand, out of the group of 287 people who declare common physical activity with their parents in their free time, 196 (68.3%) answered positively to the question regarding the past physical activity of the father. 91 respondents (31.7%) answered negatively. This result is statistically significant ($\chi^2(1)=8.668; p=0.003$). This could mean that if the father had been physically active in the past, there is high probability that he will be willing to spend his free time with the family actively. No such interdependence appears in the mothers.

Discussion

The obtained results clearly state that parental attitudes are not without meaning, when their influence on the child’s preference regarding physical activity is concerned. In families where parents had been or currently are physically active, the motivation for sport in the child is higher. As the above mentioned results show, children who find physical activity important and necessary had parents who presented similar attitudes towards sports [18, 19, 22]. Gender, both of the child and the parent, also has influence on the child’s interest in sports. The percentage of boys doing sports or being physically active is higher than the percentage of girls. This could be an outcome of cultural messages and stereotypes, ordering men to be strong and more active than women. Identification with gender roles should also be remembered – the culture, in which we live, imposes certain schemes regarding gender. These schemes are adopted by children from the early years as appropriate and socially accepted [36]. Despite that, there are no significant differences in the numbers of mothers and fathers who, according to the respondents, are currently physically active. Yet another interesting interdependence is worth noting – mothers have a greater influence on daughters than sons when it comes to participation in sports, while fathers’ activity influences the physical activity of their sons. Similar results were obtained by Bauer, who researched the influence of parental physical activity on salutogenic behaviours of adolescents [15]. What is more, fathers have a greater influence on undertaking sports by children in general, which is also in line with the results of previous research within this scope [37, 38]. Choosing active leisure activities with the family is also determined by attitudes towards sports presented by the fathers. This, as well, is probably conditioned culturally.

When motivation to undertake physical activity by teenagers is concerned, apart from parental influence, the main determinants are satisfaction from the undertaking itself as well as peers’ influence. The role of peers is understandable when the developmental tasks that lie ahead of the adolescent are taken into consideration. The group is his or her point of reference in building his or her new identity; therefore, the group’s opinions are of great importance for the adolescent. Its significance for sport behaviours in adolescents is also confirmed by the outcomes of previous research [39,40,41]. Positive emotions are, as stated earlier, a strong motivator for undertaking any kind of activity. This is reinforced by results of research [42] on adolescents’ engagement in sports. Satisfaction from participation and effort during trainings placed first. Both factors are connected with inner motivation. Insufficient alternatives to sport, such as TV or the computer, expectations of the society and circumstances facilitating physical activity, e.g. friends’ company, took more distant places [42].

Conclusions

1. Undertaking sport activity is strongly related with gender; boys engage in sports more often than girls, which can be explained by role models and expectations of the society towards the specific sex: the man - agile and aggressive; the woman - submissive and caring about home.
2. Among the most important factors motivating adolescents to do sports is the peers’ influence and satisfaction from undertaking the activity itself - classified as inner motivation. The high, yet unexpected in this age group, position of inner motivators for undertaking physical activity creates challenges for institutions proclaiming active time spending in adolescents. If a young per-
son does sports out of sheer satisfaction they give, perhaps the offer of sport-related institutions should be advertised with help of arguments referring to inner motivation.

3. Past undertaking of physical activity by either one of the parents facilitates undertaking sports by the child, which is the result of modelling within the family. A child brought up in a family where physical fitness is an important element of life will probably adopt this rule into its system of values.

4. Sons’ interest in sports is more influenced by the fathers, and the interest in sports among daughters is more influenced by the mothers. However, if the parent’s gender is the only factor taken into account, the father has a greater influence on the child than the mother.

5. Among the least effective factors stimulating the sport motivation of adolescents is the influence of physical education teachers. Research on the reasons for such a state of matters is advised. Does this tendency stem from the particular stage of development, where other authorities prevail, or ought the source for such status quo to be searched elsewhere?
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